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Integrated Language ArtsI have been reading Beverly Cleary’s The Mouse and
the Motorcycle to the kids everyday and they LOVED
it!! So, we borrowed the VHS (tells you how old it
is...circa 1980 or 1990!) and watched it as our FUN
FRIDAY--just had to share how sweet they were as
they made huge connections to the book! I am so
proud of what great thinkers and listeners they are!!
We are really enjoying the Wizard Of Oz!! We are
finishing the book Monday and plan to watch the
original movie on Tuesday. This story has been a
good introduction to cause/effect relationships. We
will also be reading “If You Give a Mouse a Cookie”!
Throughout the week, we will practice other
cause/effect activities, as well as identify feelings
that the characters are experiencing.
Fundations-We continue practicing the v-e pattern
and how the “sneaky e” makes the vowel say its
name and adding the suffix -s to these new syllables.
Our test will be Friday, May 17th.
Reading Logs are due on Friday!
Friends-This week we will read”Going Places” by
Peter Reynolds. The story is about thinking outside
the box and changing competitiveness to
cooperation
Math-Just a reminder, if you haven’t sent in your
child’s GO Math Practice book, please do asap. We
plan to use the end of the year lessons at the back of
the book for the next couple of weeks. Thanks!!
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Lunch Menu

Monday-Polar Cub Sandwich
Tuesday-French Toast Sticks
Wednesday-Boneless BBQ Wings
Thursday-Loaded Beef Nachos
Friday-Deep Dish Pepperoni or Cheese
Pizza

Notes:
*”End of First Grade Countdown” information
was sent home May 3rd!
*Field Day is May 28th @1:30-2:15! Wear
your Jackson gear!

*Summer birthdays are welcome to bring a
treat this week or next week to celebrate
with the class.
* Our class is collecting pre-packaged bags of
cookies for our 1st grade party. Our goal is to
gather 140 bags to share!.
* Just a reminder that the last day for students is

May 30, 2019. On the last day of school, students
will be dismissed at 12:20 pm with the intent that
buses will exit the parking lot at 12:25 pm. Parent
pick-up will begin at 12:15 pm. Please plan
accordingly to accommodate this early dismissal
schedule.

